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If I had to summarize Michael Swanwick’s literary career in
a single ready-for-the-dustjacket blurb, I believe I would
go with “the last New Wave writer.” He’s been writing since
the late 1970s (and was even buddies with William Gibson
back in the day), though he’s gone in rather different
directions to his contemporaries. Most of his science fiction
tends to be deconstructive, forever looking at the old
tropes that SF has nestled to its breast since the dawn of
the 20th century and recombining them into new and
startling forms. It’s an interest that forms the backbone of
most of his novels, including Vacuum Flowers (a
cyberpunkian imagining of space opera before Iain M.
Banks cornered the market), Jack Faust (an unsettling
combination of the Faust legend with the genius-inventor
archetype), Bones of the Cretaecous (a remix of classic
time travel) and Stations of the Tides (which is about…
um...something. I’ll figure it out when I’m older.)

  
Still, if there’s one book of his that you’re bound to have heard of, it’s The Iron
Dragon’s Daughter. I’m tempted to say it’s a sort of missing link between the weird
fantasy novels guys like Brian Aldiss were writing in the 1970s and the modern New
Weird, but I don’t know enough about the history of the genre to say anything for sure.
In any event, all these things draw from the same well, though Swanwick has a few
different priorities than his contemporaries.

  
You get a hint of those priorities when you take in the first sentence. Normally I don’t
much go for the idea that novels should hinge on the first sentence, but this one has
become one of my favorite first lines of all time:

  
The changeling's decision to steal a dragon and escape was born, though she did not
know it then, the night the children met to plot the death of their supervisor.

  
You can sort of see the game Swanwick is playing here. It starts off normally, talking
about changelings and dragons and children trapped in servitude in a vaguely distant
mythic voice, lulling you into complacency. But then that 20th-century supervisor
comes along and snaps you to attention. And on top of that, supervisor, rather than
boss, foreman, or overseer, is a very late 20th century word, the sort of word devised
and implemented by committees that believe they can make worker relations issues
vanish by strategically deployed euphemisms.

  
This type of dissonant combination of traditional fantasy tropes and modern references
forms the backbone of the book. The story is set in Faerie, a realm whose exact
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relation to our own is a matter of some dispute among the characters. The world is an
odd mix of mythological creatures and ancient rites existing within a social and
technological system that has a family resemblance to the north-eastern United States
circa 1975. While setting stories in worlds where fairy-tale creatures exist alongside
modern technology is hardly new, Swanwick handles it in a uniquely jarring fashion.
While the book is written as if Faerie is a self-contained realm, details from our world
are dropped in every now and then, while the ultimate workings of Faerie are kept
hidden. The end result is a universe that seems to be shrouded in fog, a place that
wears its absurdity on its sleeve and resists classical worldbuilding, a place made all the
more terrifying by its combination of pagan rites with modern imagery. It’s the sort of
place where an elven lord can wear an Italian suit while discussing the firebombing of
Lyonesse, or where the homecoming queen is immolated in a wicker basket on the
school football field every year before a cheering crowd. Faerie is the kind of place
where dragons are high-performance fighter aircraft armed with ATS missiles and guns,
and who stink of cold iron and hatred.

  
This dissonance extends down into the plot of the book. The novel opens with Jane, a
changeling girl, trying to get survive a life of servitude on the shop floor of a dragon
factory. Initially, all seems safe and predictable. The scenes in the factory effortlessly
riff on Dickens, and Jane seems to have all the tools any downtrodden protagonist
needs to escape. She has her native cunning, her purloined grimoire that lets her talk
to the decaying dragon Melanchthon hiding outside in the waste lot, and a brash young
rogue named Rooster who dreams of escape and remains steadfastly by her side, who,
though marked for tragedy, will almost certainly be returned at the close of the tale.

  
Initially, the book follows that pattern, the fifth chapter ending with Jane and
Melanchthon soaring free of the factory. But then something strange happens. The
story changes completely, becoming a YA story of Jane’s attempts to make her way
through a fey high school, while the dragon disappears from the story entirely. A few
chapters later, and Jane is struggling through a university course in alchemy in the
claustrophobically chthonic Great Grey City. Finally, the book ends with Jane reunited
with Melanchthon, ready to destroy the ethereal Spiral Castle that is the seat of the
Goddess who rules the universe, or is the Goddess herself, or is the universe itself. If
you were to read this as a traditional quest story, you could be forgiven for thinking
that Swanwick had flubbed badly.

  
That, however, would be a grave misreading of The Iron Dragon’s Daughter. While it
apes the tropes of quest fantasy, Jane is not really trying to reach any sort of great
final goal. Rather, her labor is for knowledge, a desperate scramble to determine the
rules that govern Faerie and adjust herself so that she can survive the world. Naturally,
her avenues of exploration color how we in turn perceive Faerie. As a low-class outsider
trying to pass, Jane has to learn how to read the class markers of her society, a highly
race-stratified polity dominated by a elvish aristocracy, to dress and talk to fit in with
each socio-economic level of society (much of this is accomplished by her haunting of
the local shopping mall and her self-directed education as a pickpocket, a hobby that
quietly implies that fantasy thieves aren’t quite as glamorous if you call them
shoplifters). Additionally, Jane also tries to make sense of the world empirically, by
following the traditional routes of higher education to study the world through the lens
of alchemy. Finally, Jane must learn to understand sex, to become aware of her own
sexuality and how it can be properly directed into a useful tool for advancing her
understanding of the other two areas. The compulsion to comprehend the world is
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essential, for Jane’s world is one where modern cityscapes are ruled by the malevolent
whimsy of fairy tales, where people can expect to be slaughtered for no reason save
the amusement of others.

  
Despite this vital need to understand the world, and despite her efforts and sacrifices
(of self and of others by her), it is the tragedy of the book that Jane never gets a
handle on Faerie. An outsider at heart, Jane is forever being preyed upon by her
“friends” and manipulated by her superiors. Her attempts to read Faerie are forever
hamstrung by her inability to properly judge her knowledge, to determine what set of
facts unlock the secrets of the world and ones which lead to cul-de-sacs. Much of Jane’s
story consists of her failing to read what is completely obvious, accidentally causing
misery by flaunting the rules on a personal whim, or by depriving herself needlessly. To
drive the point home, the final sections of the book take place in a surreal realm that
flickers between a forest of hands and teeth and an airport concourse in which Jane
receives multiple revelations which she does not understand, while her own demands
for understanding are ignored entirely.

  
To be frank, there’s a lot going on with The Iron Dragon’s Daughter; certainly enough
to fill a decent critical anthology or three. You could look at the book through the
economic lens, the political lens, the women’s studies lens, or even the genre fantasy
lens and pull out something fascinating. I haven’t even scratched the surface on some
of the stranger things, like the surreally amusing bits where minor characters fall into
trances and babble a odd farrago of ad jingles, radio transmissions, and presidential
sound bites that Jane assumes is some unknowable arcane wisdom (this eventually
grows to ridiculous proportions, where one character manages to get through about
three full minutes of Neil Armstrong’s first transmission from the moon), or the darker
jokes, such as Melanchthon’s successful efforts in reshaping a race of wee folk into an
industrialized fascist dictatorship. Violence itself is also a topic worthy of examination in
this book, particularly concerning the way it reinforces the structure of society and how
it separates the powerful from the rest of humanity. Finally, the book is also a
meditation of free will, of Jane’s potentially futile desire to stand in the face of a world
that is focused on the eternal sacrifice and resacrifice of its inhabitants, that Faerie,
with its eternally-recurring cycles of story that Jane is forever ensnared and can never
understand until it is too late, may actually be Hell. Indeed, there’s room to argue that
the book isn’t so much a fantasy as a Swiftian satire of a world like ours where all the
euphemism has been scraped off.

  
At the end of the day, The Iron Dragon’s Daughter is a puzzle-box with guts, a book
unafraid to speak about the world today and the fantasy we read, to demand worlds
which require a fair helping of thought to puzzle out. It’s the perfect fantasy for people
who hate fantasy.
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